
In Time of Famine and Drought 

A Homily of Saint Basil the Great 
 
Note: Basil was the Bishop of Caesarea in the 4th century. Recognized as a Doctor of the                 
Church, he is revered for his devotion to liturgical reform, doctrinal orthodoxy, and social              
justice. This sermon can be found in the collection of St. Basil's homilies titled On Social Justice                 
from SVS Press (link), which friends of Tradistae are encouraged to purchase and distribute.  
 
"The lion has roared; who will not fear? The Lord God has spoken; who can but prophesy?" 
 

Amos 3:8 
 
1. Let us begin our oration with this prophecy, and as we endeavor to offer sound advice and                  
counsel for the benefit of all, let us take as our helper the God-bearing prophet Amos, who                 
healed afflictions like those we now suffer. In former times, when the people abandoned the               
piety of their forebears and disregarded the careful observance of the Law, slipping gradually              
into the service of the idols, this same prophet became a preacher of repentance, urging the                
people to turn back and warning them of the coming punishment. I pray that I too might receive                  
some measure of his prophetic zeal as described in the ancient narrative, though I have no desire                 
to see the outcome of events that followed in those days. The people were rebellious; they were                 
like a stiff-necked and stubborn colt that has caught the bit in its teeth and so cannot be properly                   
guided, but rather turns aside from the right path, prancing wildly, rearing and snorting as it                
struggles against the one who holds the reins, so that in the end it falls off a cliff into a ravine,                     
suffering deserved ruin for its disobedience. 
 
May this not be the result in our case, my children, whose father I have become through the                  
Gospel (cf. 1 Corinthians 4:15), and whom I have swathed with the blessing of my own hands.                 
Rather, let us be thoughtful listeners with souls ready to obey, willing to accept exhortation,               
submitting to the one who speaks like wax beneath the seal. Thus, from a single entreaty, I will                  
reap a harvest of rejoicing for my efforts, and on the day when we are delivered from this                  
calamity, you will offer praises for my exhortation. The souls of the listeners are now poised in                 
anticipation, ready to hear, while the expected pronouncement is delayed; what, then, is the              
subject of today's discourse 
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2. Brothers and sisters, we see how the heavens have grown hard and unyielding, naked and                
bereft of clouds, while the clear blue sky makes an unwelcome and distressing appearance. In the                
past, we used to long for even a glimpse of the sky when it remained covered with clouds for                   
long intervals, leaving us in the darkness and shadow. The earth is completely dried up, terrible                
to see, barren and utterly unsuitable for planting. Its surface is cracked and broken up by the                 
unrelenting glare of the sun. Abundant and reliable springs have failed us, and the flow of the                 
great rivers have dried up; tiny children now play within their banks, while women carrying               
burdens across them easily. Many have nothing to drink and are in danger of perishing from                
thirst. They are like new Israelites, seeking a new Moses with a wonder-working staff, so that the                 
striking of stones may once again cure the thirst of the people, and miraculous clouds may again                 
drop unaccustomed food, the manna, for human beings. Let us take care, then, that we do not                 
become for subsequent generations a byword of starvation of punishment. 
 
I saw the fields and wept bitterly for their unfruitfulness; I poured out my lament, since the rain                  
does not pour down upon us. Some of the seeds dried up without germinating, buried by the                 
plow beneath clumps of dried earth. The rest, after just beginning to take root and sprout, were                 
withered by the hot wind in a manner pitiful to see. Thus, someone might not aptly invert the                  
words of the Gospel and say, "the laborers are many, but the harvest is scant." Farmers sit in                  
their fields and clasp their hands against their knees--this, of course, is the posture of those who                 
mourn--weeping for their wasted efforts. They look at their young children and burst into tears,               
they see their wives and wail with grief, as they stroke and caress the dried-up crops, racked with                  
sobs like parents who lose their children in the flower of youth. 
 
Let us listen again to the same prophet whom we heard at the beginning of our discourse. "And I                   
also withheld the rain from you when there were still three months to the harvest; I would send                  
rain on one city, and send no rain on another city; one field would be rained upon, and the field                    
on which it did not rain withered; so two or three towns wandered to one town to drink water,                   
and were not satisfied, because you did not return to me, says the Lord" (Amos 4:7-8). We                 
should learn, then, that it is because we have turned away from the Lord and disregarded His                 
ways that God has inflicted these wounds upon us. He does not seek to destroy us, but rather                  
endeavors to turn us back to the right way, just as good parents who care for their children are                   
stern and rebuke them when they do wrong, not because they wish them harm, but rather desiring                 
to lead them from childish negligence and the sin of youth to mature attentiveness. 
 
See, now, how the multitude of our sins has altered the course of the year and changed the                  
character of the season, producing these unusual temperatures. The winter did not produce             
alternating wetness and dryness as usual, but rather kept all its moisture frozen into ice, and so                 
passed with no sign of snow or rain. The spring, moreover, showed only one side of its nature,                  
namely warmth, but without any corresponding share of wetness. Scorching heat and biting frost,              



exceeding their boundaries in an unprecedented way, conspired to wreak severe damage upon             
human beings, even depriving them of life itself. What then is the cause of this disorder, this                 
confusion? What brought about this change in the nature of the seasons? Let us investigate this                
question as those who have intelligence; as rational beings let us reason. Has the One who                
governs all ceased to exist? Or has the Master Artisan forgotten His providential care? Has He                
been stripped of His power and authority? Or, if He still possesses His might and retains His                 
dominion, has He lapsed into callousness and turned His great goodness and providence into              
misanthropy?  
 
 
 
 
 
A wise person would not say this. Rather, the reason why our needs are not provided for as usual                   
is plain and obvious: we do not share what we receive with others. We praise beneficence, while                 
we deprive our needy of it. When we were slaves, we were set free, yet we feel no compassion                   
for our fellow slaves. When we were hungry, we were fed, yet we neglect the needy. Though we                  
have a God who is generous and lacks nothing, we have become grudging and unsociable               
towards the poor. Our sheep give birth to many lambs, yet there are more people who go about                  
naked than there are shorn sheep. Our storehouses groan with plenty, yet we have no mercy on                 
those who groan with want. For this reason we are threatened with righteous judgment. This is                
why God does not open His hand: because we have closed up our hearts towards our brothers                 
and sisters. This is why the field is arid: because love has dried up. 
 
3. The voices of those who pray disperse vainly in the air, since we do not listen to those who                    
entreat our help. Is this what you call prayer and supplication? The men, except for a few,                 
occupy themselves with commerce, while the women assist them in the service of Mammon.              
Few there are who have gathered to pray with me, and those who have come are drowsy,                 
yawning, peering around incessantly, counting the minutes until the cantor finishes the verses,             
until they are released from church and the duty of prayer as from a dungeon. The little children,                  
who put away their writing tablets in the schools and now add their voices to ours, approach the                  
occasion as release and enjoyment. They turn our sorrow into a festival, since they are set free                 
for a little while from the discipline of the teacher and the duty of their lessons. The masses of                   
adults, on the other hand, the people entangled in sins, hurry about the city free and easy and                  
cheerful, even though they are responsible for these ills, they are the ones who wrought and set                 
in motion this catastrophe. Blameless and innocent babes make haste to assemble for confession,              
yet neither are they to blame for the present distress, nor do they possess the understanding or the                  
capacity for extended prayer. You who are defiled with sins, come and join me in the assembly;                 
prostrate yourselves and groan and weep. Leave infants to pursuits appropriate to their age.              



When you stand accused, do you hide yourself and put forward the innocent in your place? Is the                  
Judge so easily deceived that you can substitute one face for another in this manner? 
 
At any rate, you should be here present with your infant children; they should not be here by                  
themselves. You see how the Ninevites entreated God with repentance as they mourned over              
their sins, which Jonah declared to them after surviving the sea and the whale. They did not put                  
forward infants for repentance, while adults took their ease and feasted sumptuously. Rather, the              
fast brought the sinful parents into subjection first of all, and the punishment afflicted the               
parents, while the infants by extension necessarily lamented also. Thus, a somber mood prevailed              
throughout all age groups, both those with understanding and those without--the former by             
choice, the latter by necessity. And God, seeing how they humbled themselves by condemning              
themselves to an exceedingly severe period of shared distress, had mercy upon their suffering              
and relieved their punishment, giving cause for rejoicing to those who so prudently repented. 
 
Oh, what concerted repentance! What wise and intense affliction! They did not even leave the               
animals outside this discipline, but devised a way to compel them to cry out as well. They                 
separated the calf from its mother and prevented the lamb from nursing; took suckling children               
from the arms of their mothers. The mothers were placed in one enclosure, the children in                
another, calling out and replying to one another with plaintive voices. The hungry children              
sought the source of their milk, while the mothers were pierced by the sufferings of maternal                
instinct, and cried out to their children with anguished voices. Hungry infants screamed and              
grasped with the most urgent cries, while the mothers' hearts were tormented with the pangs of                
natural affection. And for this reason, the inspired word preserved the account of their repentance               
as a universal example of how to live.  
 
The elders mourned on account of the threatened chastisement, tearing at their gray hairs. The               
young and those in their prime lamented even more fervently. Paupers groaned, while the rich               
forgot their comforts and put on sackcloth as befits those who mourn. The king of Nineveh                
himself turned his glory and splendor into shame. He put aside his crown and poured dust on his                  
head; he cast off his royal garment and put on sackcloth. He left his high and exalted throne and                   
crawled pitifully on the ground. He forsook luxuries that belonged to him as king in order to                 
grieve together with the people; he became one of them, when he saw the wrath of the common                  
Master of all.  
 
4. This, then, is the appropriate mindset for wise servants. Such is the repentance of those who                 
are entangled in sins. We, on the other hand, commit sins fervently, but repent in slack and                 
half-hearted manner. Who prays with streams of tears, so as to receive rainstorms and showers in                
due season. Who washes away sins in imitation of the blessed David, who rained tears upon his                 
bed? Who washes the feet of strangers, rinsing away the dust of travel, so that in time of need                   



that person might entreat God, seeking an end to the drought? Who supports the child without                
parents, so that God might in turn support the wheat, which is like an orphan battered down by                  
the unseasonable winds? Who ministers to the widow afflicted by the hardships of life, so that                
the provisions we need might not be measured back to us? Tear up the unjust contract, so that sin                   
might also be loosed. Wipe away the debt that bears high rates of interest, so that the earth may                   
bear its usual fruits. For when gold and bronze and things that do not naturally reproduce give                 
birth in a manner contrary to nature, then the earth which bears according to nature becomes                
barren and is sentenced to fruitlessness as a punishment to those who dwell there. 
 
Let those who account greed a virtue and amass far more wealth than they actually need                
demonstrate now the value of the things they have treasured up. What good are they, if God is                  
angry and prolongs His chastisement? Without the bread that was readily available in abundance              
until just yesterday, such people will soon turn an even paler shade of yellow than the gold they                  
amass. Suppose there were no merchants, nor any grain in the storehouses: tell me, what then                
would be the value of even the heaviest purse? Will your purse not be buried together with you?                  
Is not gold earth? Will it not be interred like worthless clay together with the clay of the body?  
 
You have acquired all that you need except for one thing: the ability to feed yourself. With all                  
your wealth, create even a single cloud! Contrive a means to produce a few raindrops; compel                
the earth to bear; loose with proud and arrogant wealth this catastrophe! Perhaps you should ask                
some pious person to pray for you, so that you may be granted relief from these tragic                 
events--someone like Elijah the Tishbite: poor, gaunt, without shoes, without hearth or home,             
without means, covered by only a single garment, as Elijah was by his mantle, having prayer as a                  
companion and self-control as a friend. And if by your entreaties you succeed in procuring the                
assistance of such a person, will you not utterly despise the possessions that burden you? Will                
you not spit upon gold? Will you not scatter silver, which you once called all-powerful and most                 
beloved, like manure for the soil, recognizing it to be an ineffectual help in times of need? 
 
It is on your account that this catastrophe was decreed, because you have but do not give,                 
because you neglect the hungry, because you pay no heed to the plight of the miserable, because                 
you show no mercy to those who prostrate themselves before you. Evil things come upon the                
people for the sake of a few; for one person's depravity the people are punished. Achar stole                 
sacred things, and the whole company was scourged; Zimri committed fornication with            
Midianite women, and all Israel fell under judgment.  
 
5. Let us now examine our lives, both individually and corporately; let us regard the drought as a                  
guide leading us to remembrance of our sins. Let us sensibly utter the cry of the noble Job: "The                   
hand of the Lord has touched me!" (Job 19:21) Let us truly account this catastrophe as having                 
occurred primarily because of our own sins. And if it is necessary to add yet another                



consideration, we should remember that sometimes such unfortunate events occur in people's            
lives as a test of soul. Those who are examined in this way, whether rich or poor, are thoroughly                   
tried by difficult circumstances, for both rich and poor are tested through suffering. A time like                
this clearly demonstrates whether a person is indeed sociable and kindhearted, truly grateful, and              
not on the contrary a blasphemer, someone whose attitude shifts with the vicissitudes of life. I                
know many people--and I did not learn this from hearing, but rather know people by               
experience--who give thanks for the gifts of the Benefactor so long as their life proceeds with                
ease and prosperity, advancing, as it is said, moderately well if not perfectly. But let things turn                 
to the opposite extreme--let the rich become poor, let the strength of the body be turned to                 
weakness, let glory and splendor be reduced to shame and disgrace--and they become ungrateful.              
They pour out blasphemies, abandon prayer, and bitterly inveigh against God as against a debtor               
in arrears, instead of composing themselves like servants addressing a displeased master.  
 
But enough of such thoughts. When you see God does not provide as usual, you should think in                  
this way: does not God have the power to grant us food? How could it be otherwise? He is the                    
Lord of Heaven and earth, the wise Steward of times and seasons. God set the boundaries of the                  
seasons as they wax and wane, giving way to one another like a kind of well-ordered dance, so                  
that the diversity of our needs might be satisfied by their endless variety. Thus, we see that the                  
rainfall accrues during its proper season, while afterwards the earth receives warmth and             
coldness in appropriate mixtures throughout the course of the year. We even need a certain               
period of dryness. We know, then, that God is powerful. Since His might is thus evidence and                 
undisputed, is He perhaps deficient in goodness? But neither can this motion stand. If God were                
not good, what necessity could have persuaded Him to create human beings in the first place?                
Who could have compelled the Creator unwillingly to take dust and fashion such beauty from the                
dirt? Who could have prevailed upon Him to grant reason to human beings, as it were, out of                  
necessity, so that thus compelled they might receive instruction in the arts, and learn to               
philosophize about the celestial realms, which cannot be apprehended through the senses? 
 
If you think in this way, you will discover that God's goodness is still present and has not                  
abandoned us even now. Otherwise, tell me, what would prevent the sun from altering its usual                
course, drawing near to the terrestrial bodies and consuming in a moment all that we see? What                 
would prevent fire from raining down from Heaven, like that which punished the sinners of old?                
(Genesis 19:1-29) Come to your senses, people! Do not behave like foolish children, who smash               
their teacher's writing tablets when they are rebuked, or rip apart their father's garment when he                
sends them away from the table to teach them a lesson, or scratch their own mother's face with                  
their fingernails. Storms at sea test the mettle of the ship's captain, just as the arena does the                  
athlete, the battle line the soldier, calamity the magnanimous, and times of trial the Christian.               
Sorrows try the soul as fire does gold.  
 



Are you poor? Do not be discouraged. Too much sorrow becomes a source of sin: sadness                
inundates the mind, helplessness produces bewilderment, and perplexity generates ungrateful          
thoughts. Place your hope in God. Can it be that He does not understand your difficult position?                 
If God has the ability to provide food, but delays in giving it, it is in order to test your resolution                     
and examine your disposition, to see whether your inner state is like that of the licentious and                 
senseless. So long as people have in their mouths, they gush with praise, flattery, and admiration.                
But if the setting of the table is only a little delayed, they begin hurling insults like stones at                   
those whom they previously extolled as godlike on account of their satiety. 
 
Open the Old of the New Testament, and you will discover in them many people who were fed                  
in diverse ways. Elijah was on Mount Carmel, a high and uninhabited mountain, a solitary in                
solitude. For this righteous man, the soul was everything; his hope in God was his provision for                 
life. The famine did not take his life, but rather the most greedy and gluttonous of birds, the                  
ravens, that customarily steal food from others, brought bread and served food to this righteous               
man. They altered their natural habits by the command of the Master, and thus became               
trustworthy guardians of the bread and meat. We learn from the sacred history how the ravens                
brought these provisions to this man. Daniel, the Israelite youth, was in the Babylonian pit, a                
captive during the deportation, yet free in his soul and mind. And what happened to him? The                 
lions fasted in a manner contrary to their nature, and the prophet Habakkuk was transported               
through the air to bring him food, an angel conveying him together with the morsels. In order                 
that this righteous man might not be hard-pressed by hunger, Habakkuk was translated in but a                
moment of time over an area of land and sea stretching from Judea to Babylon (Bel and the                  
Dragon 1:32-39) 
 
6. Moreover, consider what occurred in the case of the people in the wilderness, those whom                
Moses led. How were the things they needed to survive supplied during the forty years of                
wandering? There was no one to sow seed, nor any oxen to draw the plow, nor threshing floor,                  
nor winepress, nor storehouse, yet they had food without planting or cultivation, and a stone               
provided streams of water where there had previously been none, gushing forth in time of need. I                 
will not even try to enumerate one by one the instance of God's providence, the fatherly care He                  
so often demonstrates towards humanity. You, then persevere a little longer in the face of               
calamity, like the noble Job. Do not be turned aside by the billowing waves, nor cast off the                  
precious cargo of virtue that you bear. Preserve gratitude like a precious deposit within your               
soul, and from it you will receive a double portion of delight. Remember the apostolic word,                
"Give thanks in all circumstances'' (1 Thessalonians 5:18). 
 
Are you poor? You know someone who is even poorer. You have provision for only ten days,                 
but someone else has only enough for one day. As a good and generous person, redistribute your                 
surplus to the needy.* Do not shrink from giving the little that you have; do not prefer your own                   



benefit to remedying the common distress. And if you have only one remaining loaf of bread,                
and someone comes knocking at your door, bring forth the one loaf from your store, hold it                 
heavenward, and say this prayer, which is not only generous on your part, but also calls forth the                  
Lord's pity: "Lord, you see this one loaf, and you know the threat of starvation is imminent, but I                   
place your commandment before my own well-being, and form the little I have I give to this                 
famished brother. Give, then, in return to me your servant, since I am also in danger of                 
starvation. I know your goodness, and am emboldened by your power. You do not delay your                
grace indefinitely, but distribute your gifts when you will." And when you have thus spoken and                
acted, the bread you have given from your straitened circumstances will become seed for sowing               
that bears a rich harvest, a promise of food, an envoy of mercy. 
 
Say the word that was spoken by the widow Zarephath when she was in similar circumstances;                
indeed, this is a good time to recall her story. "As the Lord lives, I have only enough in my house                     
to feed myself and my children'' (1 Kings 17:12). If you also give from your lack, you will have a                    
vessel of oil ever flowing by the gift of mercy, and the inexhaustible jar of flour. For the faithful,                   
the grace of God zealously imitates these vessels, ever poured out yet never exhausted, returning               
double for what is given. Lend, you who lack, to the rich God. Have faith in the one who always                    
personally undertakes the cause of the oppressed, and makes recompense from his own             
resources. He is a trustworthy guarantor, since He has the treasures of land and sea at His                 
disposal. And even if you were to ask for return of the loan while you were sailing at sea, you                    
would receive back the principal with interest in the very middle of the ocean. With God it is a                   
matter of honor to give a generous return.  
 
7. The disease of those who are starving, namely hunger, is a terrible form of suffering. Hunger                 
is the most severe of human maladies, the very worst kind of death. The other hazards to human                  
life do not involve extended torment: whether in the case of death by the sword, which brings                 
about a swift end, or roaring flames, which swiftly extinguish life, or wild beasts, that tear one                 
limb from limb with their teeth, the interval of suffering is relatively brief. But starvation               
prolongs the pain and draws out the agony, so that sickness is ensconced and lurks within the                 
body, while death is ever present yet ever delayed. The body becomes dehydrated, its              
temperature drops, its bulk dwindles, its strength wastes away. Skin clings to bone like a spider's                
web. The flesh loses its natural coloration: its ruddiness fades as the flow of blood decreases,                
while the alabaster of the skin turns discolored and dark. The body takes on a mottled hue, with                  
yellow and black patches mingling in a manner terrible to see. The knees can no longer support                 
the weight of the body, but are forced to drag along behind. The voice grows weak and feeble.                  
The eyes become diseased and are rendered useless, sunken in their sockets like fruits that               
shrivel up in their skins. The belly is empty, shrunken to nothing, possessing neither girth nor the                 
natural tone of the bowels, so that the bones of the spine are visible from the front. 
 



How many torments does the one who neglects such a body deserve? What extreme cruelty does                
such a person not surpass? Does not someone like this deserve to be numbered among the savage                 
beasts, being accounted accursed and murderous? For whoever has the ability to remedy the              
suffering of others, but chooses rather to withhold aid out of selfish motives, may properly be                
judged the equivalent of a murderer.  
 
In certain circumstances, the torments of hunger have even compelled people to transgress the              
boundaries of nature, causing one human being to devour the body of another, even a mother that                 
of her own child, so that in a horrible manner she receives back into her own body that which she                    
bore. Such a tragic instance is recorded for us in the history of the Jews written by the learned                   
Josephus (Jewish War 6:3-4), who describes the severe suffering that seized the inhabitants of              
Jerusalem, a just sentence inflicted upon them for their impiety towards the Lord.  
 
You see how God, our God Himself, frequently passes over other forms of suffering, but is filled                 
with sympathy and compassion for the hungry. "I have compassion," says the Lord, "for the               
crowd" (Matthew 15:32). Thus also at the Last Judgement, when the Lord shall call the               
righteous, the one who shares will occupy the first rank. The one who feeds others will be                 
foremost among those honored; the one who gives bread will be summoned first of all; the                
person who is good and gives generously will enter eternal life before the rest. But the                
unsociable and stingy will be the first to be given over to the eternal fire.  
 
The times are calling you to return to the mother of the commandments. Take exceeding care,                
lest the opportunity of celebration and reward pass you by. Time flows onward, and does not                
wait for the one who delays. The days hasten, passing by the one who hesitates. There is no                  
stopping the flow of a river; one can only draw forth water for use as it approaches and before it                    
passes by. In the same way, it is not possible to halt time, which hurtles onward in its appointed                   
intervals, nor to turn it back once it is past; one can only seize it as it approaches. For this reason,                     
take hold of the commandment and discharge it before the opportunity flees away; wrap your               
arms around it and hold it tightly from all sides. Give but a little, and you will gain much; undo                    
the primal sin by sharing your food. Just as Adam transmitted sin by eating wrongfully, so we                 
wipe away the treacherous food when we remedy the need and hunger of our brothers and                
sisters. 
 
8. Listen, O people! Hear me, O Christians! These things the Lord says, not addressing the                
people with His own voice, but rather proclaiming the message through the mouths of His               
servants as through musical instruments. Let not we who are reasonable show ourselves to be               
more savage than the unreasoning animals. For even the animals use in common the plants that                
grow naturally from the earth. Flocks of sheep graze together on the same hillside, herds of                



horses feed upon the same plain, and all living creatures permit each other to satisfy their need                 
for food. But we hoard what is common, and keep for ourselves what belongs to many others.  
 
We should be put to shame by what has been recorded concerning the pagan Greeks. For some of                  
them, a law of philanthropy dictated a single table and common meals, so that many different                
people might almost be regarded as one household. But let us dispense with those outside the                
Church, and proceed to the example of three thousand mentioned in the Book of Acts (Acts                
2:41). Let us zealously imitate the early Christian community, where everything was held in              
common--life, soul, concord, a common table, indivisible kinship--while unfeigned love          
constituted many bodies as one and joined many souls in a single harmonious whole. You can                
find numerous examples of such love for others in both the Old Testament and the New. If you                  
see an elderly person hungry, invite him to come and eat, as Joseph did Jacob. If you discover                  
your enemy hard pressed, do not add desire for vengeance to the wrath which already possesses                
you, but rather feed him as Joseph fed the brothers who sold him. If you encounter a haggard                  
youth, you should weep as Joseph did for Benjamin, the son of Jacob's old age. It may be that                   
you are troubled by greed, as Joseph was troubled by the wife of Potiphar. Greed tugs are your                  
garments, urging you to disregard the commandment and to love gold and fine apparel rather               
than the injunction of the Master. When a thought appears that opposes the commandment and               
entices the prudent mind towards the love of money, a thought that compels you to neglect the                 
love of others and clings to you tenaciously, then you should also cast aside your clothing and                 
depart incensed. Remain faithful to the Lord, as Joseph did to his master Potiphar. Endure want                
for one year, as Joseph did for seven.  
 
Do not give everything over to self-indulgence; save something for the soul as well. Consider               
yourself to have two daughters: the enjoyment of this life, and the life to come in the heavens. If                   
you do not want to give everything to the better cause, at least divide your possessions equally                 
between the immoderate child and the prudent one. Do not enrich the present life while leaving                
the other naked and clothed in rags. Rather, when the time comes for you to stand before Christ                  
and appear in the presence of the Judge, let the life of virtue have her bridal raiment and                  
invitation ready. Do not present the bride unkempt and shabbily attired, lest when He beholds her                
the Bridegroom should turn His face away with loathing at the sight and cancel the engagement.                
Rather, preserve the splendor of the appointed day by sending her dressed in appropriate              
adornment, so that she may light her lamp together with the prudent virgins, having the               
inextinguishable light of knowledge, and not lacking the oil of righteous deeds. Then the              
God-inspired prophecy will be confirmed through actions, and the word that was spoken will              
aptly befit your own soul: "The queen stood at your right hand clothed in a garment woven of                  
gold and beautifully arrayed. Hear, O daughter, consider and incline your ear; forget your people               
and your father's house, and the King will desire your beauty" (Psalm 45:9-11). These things the                
Psalmist prophesied generally, foreseeing the beauty of the entire body, but they also apply              



specifically to each particular soul, since the Church is a whole comprised of individual              
members. 
 
9. Consider carefully, I ask you, both the present and the future; do not betray the latter from a                   
shameful motive of profit. The body, your outward manifestation in this life, will forsake you in                
the end. At the appearance of the expected Judge--and come He most certainly will--you will               
shut yourself out of the distribution of heavenly glory and honor. Instead of enduring and blessed                
life, you will enter into the unquenchable fire of hell and bitter ages of agony. Do not think that I                    
am conjuring up imaginary stories of terrible creatures in order to frighten you, like a mother or                 
some kind of nursemaid, who are accustomed to silencing little children who wail incessantly              
and inconsolably with such fanciful tales. These things are not myth, but reality foretold by the                
voice of truth. Know assuredly, then, in accordance with the Gospel proclamation, "not one              
letter, not one stroke of a letter, will pass from the law until all is accomplished" (Matthew 5:18).                  
The body that has disintegrated in the grave will arise, and will be reunited with the very same                  
soul from which it was separated by death. Then a careful examination of each person's life will                 
take place, in which no others will testify, but rather one's own conscience will bear witness.                
Everyone will then receive due reward from the just Judge. To Him is due glory, dominion, and                 
worship forever and ever. Amen.  
 

 
 
*The Greek word here translated "redistribute" is έπανίσωσον, which literally means to "restore             
the balance," to take something from one side of the scale and move it to the other, a beautiful                   
description of restorative or redistributive justice. 
 


